CO M PA N Y
P R O F I L E

www.staycold.co.za

Trust the Experience

Staycold is a leading South African manufacturer of self-contained
commercial fridges and freezers primarily for the beverage and
hospitality industries. From its factory in Parys, the coolers
are shipped world-wide, meeting the stringent business
and quality requirements of many countries.

ABOUT OUR

COMPANY
Staycold is a manufacturer of commercial refrigeration with a global presence, dedicated to supporting the needs of
leading food and beverage brands. We are specialists in display cooling and freezing. Now part of the UNI Group, we
share a combined turnover of $160m and we are one of the leading industrial groups within our sector in Africa.

Recognised as an innovator, we have a team approach
to working with our customers so as to ensure that
we achieve their goals. Our brand values encompass
technical

excellence,

class

leading

refrigeration

performance and leadership in relation to energy saving
design.
The business began in 1979 in Parys, South Africa, where
our home base factory is still located. Staycold’s factory
is modern, safe and well laid out with excellent working
conditions and productivity. We export our products to
markets as diverse as Scandinavia and Australia, as well
as Europe and other African nations. In 1998, an Export
office was established in Chester, United Kingdom, to
manage global brand relationships and to spearhead
export growth.
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WHO WE ARE
Trusted brand
Over 40 years’ experience

AFRICA’S MOST ENERGY
EFFICIENT COOLERS

HIGH PERFORMANCE
TROPICAL SPECIFICATION

Manufactured in Parys, South Africa!
Employ a South African workforce
Source locally
Partnership mindset

MANUFACTURING TO
GLOBAL STANDARDS ON
THE AFRICAN CONTINENT

We make fit-for-purpose units
Innovative R & D team
Adhere to global safety standards
Complies to ISO 9001 v2015
Energy saving mindset
We make durable, quality units
Produce cost effective products

The trusted source of self-contained
commercial refrigeration equipment
that promotes the customers
product to its full potential.
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PRODUCT

FEATURES
High Quality
Components

Low-E Glass

Staycold units are manufactured
using the best quality components
that have been tried and tested in the
marketplace and renowned for their
reliability and durability.

Reduces heat loss by 27% compared
to ordinary double paned glass.
Increases the efficiency of the cabinet
as well as eliminating sweating.

Double Pane
Safety Glass

Adjustable
Shelving

Both the internal and external
panes of glass on a Staycold cabinet
are double tempered in line with
international standards and ensuring
that safety is not compromised in the
event of a breakage.

Easily fitted, strong and height
adjustable shelves are standard on all
cabinets. Double door models have
independent adjustment on both
sides.

Digital Control
Module

Excellent Self
Closing Doors

Allows for simple control of the
temperature of the cabinet as well as
displaying the product temperature.
Also can control the energy usage
of the cabinet and protects the unit
against poor power supply.

Be it the simple gravity system on
our sliding doors or the durable
torsion bar system on our hinge door
models, reliability is assured.

Anti Corrosion
Material

Copper & Aluminium
Heat Exchangers

Staycold cabinets are built using
extensive anti corrosion measures
throughout.

Easy Maintenance
Access
Simple removal of the front
ventilation grill allows for easy access
to all the main components without
having to move the cabinet from
its location.

The use of the best copper and
aluminium heat exchangers in the
condenser and evaporator ensure
the performance and efficiency of the
unit.

Only Front
Ventilation Required
Intelligent design of the condensing
unit allows for the unit to be placed
flush against a wall with no side or
back ventilation required.

Adjustable Feet
Levelling of the cabinet in position is
easy by way of the adjustable feet on
all 4 corners.
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PRODUCT

RANGE
Beverage Coolers

HD430

HD520

HD580

Cold 390T

HD690

HD690-LFS

SHD690

SD890

SD1140

SD1360

SD1140-LFS

SSD1140

HD890

HD1140

HD1360

HD1140-LFS

SHD1140
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PRODUCT

RANGE
Display Freezers

HD580F

HD690F

HD1140F

HD690F-S

HD1140F-S

SHD690F

SHD1140F

Underbars

SDU2000

HDU1800-HC

SHDU1800-HC

HDU1800-PHC

SHDU1800-PHC
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GreenSense is the new accreditation developed for Staycold products
that incorporate energy saving technology.

WHAT MAKES

US BETTER
Added in 2011, the GreenSense concept was created to help guide our customers towards energy efficient products. The
GreenSense and GreenSense Plus accreditations are given to products with 2+ or 4+ energy saving features respectively.
The benefits to the customer are lower running costs, lower maintenance costs and increased rated service life.

Over a life span of a unit, the energy
saving features of a Staycold unit will do
less harm to the environment whilst also
saving you money.

Units manufactured at the Staycold
factory in South Africa are able to
maintain perfect serve temperatures
even in +40°C ambient temperatures.

Staycold’s factory in Parys is an ISO
9001:2015 certified facility with Sedex
approval. A proud supporter of local
procurement, the units manufactured
have a 70% + local content contingent.
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1 Kakie Strachan Rd
Parys, South Africa
+27 (56) 819 8097
info@staycold.co.za
www.staycold.co.za
Staycold International (Pty) Ltd

Visit our
virtual
showroom

Trust the Experience

